
Bed Frame Assembly Guide
Upholstered bed frames with & without 
ottoman storage
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Tools Required: Stanley Knife or similar, rubber mallet & adjustable spanner

Carefully unpack the headboard, foot-end, sides & centre beam and the 
platform top. (If you have the ottoman insert you not have a centre beam or 
platform top but you will also have a box of fixings, 1 or 2 slatted mattress 
supports and a base insert).

2 Place the headboard against the wall where you want your bed to be 
situated and attach the sides, securing in place with the nuts provided. 
The metal tabls on the sides will hook over the bolts protruding from the 
headboard.

4 Insert the centre beam into the metal cups on the headboard and foot-end 
(This step does not apply where there is an ottoman insert).

3 Then attach the foot-end to the sides at the opposite end, again securing in 
place with the nuts provided, as done with the headboard.

Note: If you have the ottoman insert option, position the base insert 
inbetween the sides and headboard before securing the footend to the sides.
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Now place the platform top onto the centre beam, folding it outwards and 
laying it down in place (This step does not apply where there is an ottoman 
insert).

Now place your mattress on to the platform top (Skip to the next page for 
ottoman insert instructions if required).

And that’s it, you’re done! (Unless you have the ottoman insert, in which 
case continue to the next page for continued instructions.

Please dispose of all packaging responsibly and recycle where possible. Thank you.
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For all sizes above a single, join the 2 slatted mattress supports with the 
supplied fixing hardware (brown box). Skip this step for single sized inserts.

Raise the metal hinges on both sides of the bed frame so that they are 
both angled at 45 degrees. Line up the slatted mattress support with the 
hinges, carefully ensuring the 4 holes on both line up with each other. 
Secure in place with the supplied nuts and bolts.

Note: Make sure you line up the holes on the slatted support closest to the 
headboard with the longer holes closest to the headboard on the hinges. 
This gives you the necessary adjustability to line up all the holes correctly.

Now place secure the mattress support onto the slatted support at the 
headboard end, there are 2 holes for this. This may require some force with 
a rubber mallet. And that’s it, you’re done! Simply lay your mattress onto 
the slatted mattress support and close.
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Ottoman insert installation instructions


